Cyclin D1 gene amplification in proliferating haemangioma.
Cyclin D1 gene amplification has been reported to promote abnormal endothelial cell proliferation and angiogenesis; these findings constantly present in proliferating haemangiomas. The present study was conducted to evaluate cyclin D1 gene amplification by fluorescence in situ hybridization analysis in tissue biopsies of 22 proliferating haemangiomas from 20 infants. Two significant correlations of cyclin D1 gene amplification with the early onset and the duplication of proliferating haemangiomas have been observed. Moreover, a significant correlation (P< or =0.05) has been found between the treatment parameters of proliferating haemangiomas with the amplified versus the normal cyclin D1 gene. Proliferating haemangiomas with the amplified cyclin D1 gene required more frequent flashlamp pulsed dye laser treatment sessions at the maximum dosimetry and more frequent intralesional steroid injections at the maximum dose/injection but treatment outcomes were limited. The more frequent post-treatment complications among proliferating haemangiomas with cyclin D1 gene amplification might be attributable not only to the associated more aggressive natural course, but also to the higher treatment parameters needed for effective treatment. Within the limitations of the present study, cyclin D1 gene amplification was seen for the first time in proliferating haemangiomas. We have found that the amplification of the cyclin D1 gene can predict the more aggressive natural course of proliferating haemangiomas and the limited outcome and higher incidence of complications after non-excision treatment modalities. The present findings reflect the possible usefulness of antisense cyclin D1 to improve the therapeutic outcome of proliferating haemangiomas.